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THE CONNECTICUT (S)CAMPUS
VOL. X II.

STORRS, CONN., FRIDAY, MAY 7, 1926.

NO. 24

r

l

T H E W EATHER

Rising temperature durmg Junior Week, followed by cold wave
as examinations approach. High
pressure in Holcomb Hall area.

Six Die In Marine Disaster;
Swan Lake Scene· of Horror
PATCH STANDS PAT

Threaten to Attend Formal
Dance In Overalls Unless
"Hayfield Follies" Go Uncensored.

MURKY WATERS
FOIL EFFORTS
OF LIFE CREW

"We shall not allow the J unior Show
to be produced on May 15 unless drastic changes are made in the costumes
and some of the lines are deleted," declared Prof. Hatch, chairman of the
Social Committee, today.
"The production in its present form
is unfit for the public stage and the
morals of Storrs must be protected.
Unless the Junior class meets our demands in this matter, there is a large
probability that permission for holding
of the entire Junior week program
may be withdrawn. There can be no
compromise. Our demands must be
met in full."
In spite of this determined opposition, however, The Scampus has learned from a reliable source that plan~
for the Junior week activities are go- .
ing forward normally.

" Poor Navigation," Report of
Coroner, Folio wing Probe
Into Latest High Sea Tragedy.

PILOT DENIED BAIL

W on' t Be Bulld~zed

"I speak f or the J unior class when
I assert that we shall not allow ourselves to be bulldozed and intimidated," said Sherman Wilcox, Chairman
of the Junior Week Activities Committee. " I can give you my posjtive
assurance that all events in the Junior
week program will be carried out exactly as announced. On Friday night,
May 14, there will be the Pagan Rout
in Hawley Armory, starting at 9:00
P.M. and lasting as long as anyone is
able to keep his feet. And on Saturday there will be the tea dance.
"We have come to a definite agreement with the social committee on this
matter, ~nd while we had to make certain minor concessions as to the
amount of kick in the tea, I am in a
position to state positively that our
original plans will be carried out virtually unchanged.

Sce ne of Grim T ragedy, Showin g Ferry, u Bulletin House," Settling at
Ster n .-Exclusive Photo Depicting Vain Efforts of Storrs Life Guards to
Take Off Passengers a nd Cre w.

THE DEAD:
A. Cockroach

DENIES DISRESPECT FOR DEAD

J. Cockroach

J AM INNOCENT n
GATCHELL PROVES
S OBS LOVELY CO-ED THE PER FECT L OVER

H. Cockroach

11

D. Cockroach
W. Cockroach
Unidentified Cockroach

Says She Was Picking Flowe~s But

.

-.

Out of the ruck of mediocrity marking the presentation of three dull plays
Thursday night, April 29, by the students tlf. English 17, there. emerged a
new a nd luminous star on the local
dramatic horizon in the person of N athan Gatchell, who gave a whirlwind
·demonstration of his efficiency in the
amatory arts, which left the audience
gasping for breath.
"The Dickey Bird" was the vehicle
which carried the young star to the
greatest success of the present theatrical season. Critics grudgingly admit
that he out-Romeoed Romeo and outRudolphed both Valentino and Billipp.
The other plays were "Saved" and
"Judge Lynch."

While scores watched helpless from
the shores and a sharp north wind
swept down from the snow-covered
___
hills and churned the dangerous waters of Swan Lake into a veritable
"The charges made against me that
fury, six went to their death by drownI have no respect for the d ead are abing yesterday when the f erry "Bullesurd," said Miss Hilda Surelandim to
tin House" was destroyed. All the
a Scamp.u s reporter last night. "I am
"Ridiculous," Says Wilcox
bodies have been recovered.
just a sweet simple girl and I love my
Last night six flag-draped caskets
"It has been called to my attention mother."
rested in the Assembly Room of Holthat there have been certain objections
Serious accusations were brought
comb Hall, which has been converted
raised to some parts of the Hayfield against Miss Surelandi:rp last Tuesday
into a temporary morgue. A single
Follies, which will be produced on by Frank Tinney, caretaker of the
Saturday night, but so far p.s I know, Wildwood cemetery, who declared that
candle lighted the room and its flickering rays revealed the watchful atno attempt has been made-to block the the young woman was using the sacred
tendants and the black-clad mourners
spot as a playground and that he had
~Continue d on Page Two )
seen her on several occasions dancing ~ --------------- of their dead. The only sounds were
around and over the tombstones and Charleston on top of a table tomb those of tiptoeing now and then and
the muffled sobs of the relatives of
singing popular songs.
stone."
NEW MOVE L I NKS
those who have gone to meet their
It was also alleged by Tinney that
"Just a Sweet Girl"
she was accompanied on these esca"H'1ld ·
· 1"
h Maker.
S ISTER COLLEGES pades
by a young man whose identity
a Is a sweet glr • was t e
Tinney Showa Remorse
is unknown to him.
, comment of the Dean o! WoJ:len when
"No one could have foreseen the ocWe are authorized to announce
"It was only last week," asserted approached on the. subJ«:Ct, and any- currence and no one regrets it more
t hat, following the recent meeting Tinney, "that 1 saw her perched on top one who can say. thmgs hke that ~~out than I do," said Louis B. Tinny tohere of State executives, a reciprocal of a headstone with a young feller and her .must be do:ng s.o from mahciO?S night at the Tolland County Jail,
agreement has been made between they were both singin' 'Red Hot Ma m?tive~. I don t beheve a word of. It. where he is being held without bail on
the t wo leading institutions of the rna' at the to.p -of their lungs. And Hilda IS one of our most trusted girls a charge of roachslaughter. Tinney
State, similar· to that existing between once before I seen her doin' the
was at the wheel of the ill-fated craft
Harvard and M. 1. T.
·
(Continued on Page Two)
when it went to pieces in the mud·.
Under the new plan a student 9t
Three separate and distinct investiStorrs can substitute courses at W ~
gations of the tragedy were inaugurihersfield and obtain full credit to- .
HOW WE GOT THIS WAY
ated this morning, one by the Board
ward a degree. Some very attractive
of Trustees of the Connecticut Agri~hirty and ninety-day courses are becultural Steamboat Company, owners
In
a
rash
moment,
the
Student
editors
of
THE
CAMPUS
asked
mg offered in the latter institutiou.
of the vessel; one by the Connecticut
lt is expected that some of the H. E .
the Faculty to edit one issue of that dignified and scholarly publica- . Legislature, and OJ\e by the Connecticourses here such as Interior Decorattion. Hlere it is! It isn't our idea of a College newspaper. Rather,
cut State Chamber of Trade. "We ining and Designs will prove popular
tend to get to the bottom of this matit
is
a
desperate
effort
to
prove
that
we
are
not
as
deatily
dull
as
we
among the Wethersfield students.
ter," said H. K. Goofy, president of
seem.
We
are
sometimes
accusec
of
being
old-fashioned
and
most
The pLan marks a departure from
the latter org~nization "and ·fix the
persons would rather be dead than behind the times
conventional educational policies and
responsibility whereJt belongs."
puts Connecticut in first rank among
We offer apologies to Mr. Hearst for our jo~rnalistic pattern.
the more liberal states.
( C~nthtued on Paa• TWo)
W1tness
Testifies She
·C harleston In Cemetery.

Danced

I

I
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O'HECKERSON SAVED WHEN
TORREY DENOUNCES
EYE-BROW PENCIL STRIKES
NEW MARK SYSTEM
SOLID GOLD VANITY CASE

VOX POPULI
Interviews with Storrs' Famous

Men and Women
Believes Athl~tes Should Haye
Extra Credits For Winning
"Assures Success La Petite Theatre Movement," Says William
Mr. R. I. Longley
Ga~es.-No Cuts Charged.
Lyonfelps, Classing Attempted Suicide as "Greatest Pub'VVhen approached by a reporter of
The Scampus Mr. Longley gave his
licity Stunt of Age."

Prof. H. A. O'Hecker son, actormanager of "La Petite Theatre," wellknown Armory Street playhouse, at
the conclu sion of a heated confer ence
with his company last night, seized an
eye-brow pencil and plunged it into
his bosom in an unsuccessful attemp~
at hara-kari. This desperate act fol lowed the termination of a conference
of members of this cooperative company held to reconcile the difference
between Senor Rudolfo Billippo, tragedian, and "Baby Doll" Dutton, the
facile, ver satile, and capricious girl
comedian of the cast.
Wants to Play Juliet
The affair was the outgrowth of the
r ecent u · ssful attempt of the "La
Petite Theatre" management to secure the super structure of the little
white church on th Hill to remodel as
a playhouse. Member s of the company wer e discussing p lans for fin a ncing thi popular proj ect when S nor
Billippo, who before his elevation to
the stage was a house painter's assist ant, insisted on being entrusted with
carrying out the r econstruction program.
.
.
.
Miss Dutton, seemg m Senor Billippo's action a move to frustrate her
ambition to play Juliet opposite the
Adonis-like Romeo, Guillaime Taboo,
immediately charged Billippo with attempting to control building plans so
as to prevent the construction either
of boxes or an interior balcony in the
theatre. Charges and counter charges were made. Recourse to blows
seemed imminent.
At this moment the veteran actor,
Tincup Willey, an assistant to Mana g r O'H kerson, intervened and presented an idea.
"How," said Tincup, with convincing logic, "can we spend the money till
we've got it?"
Mary Cain, an understudy, awaking
at this moment from a short nap, said:
"I b liev Mr. Willey is · just right,"
after which she dozed a gain.
Senor Billippo, feelin g that the whol
cast was again st him in the matter of
the contract, seized the company rouge
box, and hurled straig ht and true at
th physiognomy of Tincup Willey.
It land d p aint-end fir st and it stuck.
Willey Goea Mad
Mr. Tincup VVilley d spairingly
seized the box, drew the rouge f rom
his countenance, and cast it on the
floor, r peating wi t h long -drawn
wails: "How can you spend it till
you've got it?" "How can you sp end
it till you've got it?" Uttering thes
words, he ran from the dressing room
down the alley and into the street.
Professor O'Heckerson, feeling his
life's work undone by a moment of
greed and jealousy, seized the ey brow pencil and in abject despair
plunged it into his bosom. OnJy hi
solid gold vanity case, the doctors say,
saved his life.
A vast crowd collected around a
telephone pole on Whitney street. At
the top of the pole clung a man of vermillion countenance wildly haranguing
to the crpwd: "How can yer spend it
till you've got it? How can yer spend
it till you've got it?"
Special to the Scampus, 12:00 P.M.
- O'H cker son, ·a ctor-manager of La
Petite Theatre, recovering from his
attempt at hara-kari, announced tonight that all differences in ·his cast
had been composed. He stated that
plans have been perfected for financ~ the removal of the little church on

the Hill to a new site, and for its re
construction, a total of $10,000.
Special to the Scampus, 1 2 :o 1 A
M., Middletown.- Tincup Willey, vet
eran actor, was safely lodged in the
state hospital here late tonight suffering temporarily from Dementia Dramaticis.
Special to the S campus, N ew Haven ,
Conn.- VVilliam Lyonfelps declared tonight that Professor O'Heckerson's
recent attempt at hara-kari was the
greatest publicity stunt of the age. He
says it -absolutely assures the success
of Professor O'Heckerson's attempt to
finance the reconstruction of the littl
church on the Hill into a modern the~
atre.

DENIES DISRESPECT
(Continued from Page One)
and is in bed every night before dark
The idea that she would behave in the
unseemly manner charged is preposterous."
"I don't know one from another"
said Prof. Brandle, "and so I dOJi't
know if Miss Surelandim is guilty or
not, but I've seen plenty of them at one
time or another and the thing must be
stopped.
It's outrageous." Prof
Brandle lives directly across from the
entrance to the cemetery.
The Scampus reporter found that
Miss Surelandim was a slim, lovely
girl scarcely out of her teens, with a
close cropped head of shining brown
hair which resembles burnished brass
in the rays of the sun. Her blue eyes
were wide and hurt a little at this
horrible thing which had happened to
her. And from time to time as she
talked her lips trembled just a little.
Tells Story Through T
•
At times she seemed almost dazed
and would stop talking for a few moments while sobs shook her slender
frame until she could recover control
of h erself and go on. Her voice was
low-pitched and sweet, but at times an
indignant note crept in and she talked
a little louder as she told her story.
"I was never in the cemetery but
once in my life," she said, "and that
was when I w ent there to put some
flowers on my grandfather's grave. I
love my mother," she kept r epeating
"and I do respect the dead and I think
all these people who say I don't are
perfectly horrid."
Miss Surelandim's case will come
before the Student Affairs Committee
for trial on the first Tuesday in August.

"The present grading system • is
ruining the college," said Secretary
George Safford Torrey in an exclusive
interview given a representative of
The Scampus yesterday. The popular
pen pushing pedagogue was seated in
a mahogany wainscotted office decorated with portraits of Nicholas Murray Butler, Babe Ruth and Jack Dempsey. He wore a lavendar shirt with
golf hose to match and fawn colored
spats.
"Yes," he said, fingering the pages
of the "Book of Etiquette" which he
was reading and sticking his chewing
gum carefully beneath the lid of his
desk, "it upsets the intellectual balance
of the college. To raise the standard
of scholarship the best students should
be kept in college five or six years and
the worst graduated in three. And
this monstrosity reverses the process.
"Another serious fault is that the
system handicaps athletics. Every
time an athlete is away on a trip he
loses credit. If I had my way, whenever a pitcher won a game he would
receive a bonus of twenty-th1·ee onehundredths of a credit and each touchdown would add thirty-seven one-hundredths.
•
"VVell," he said, picking up a copy
of "Snappy Stories" to indicate that
the interview was ended, "the only
way to really improve the scholarship
is to move the library to Holcomb
Hall. I believe that that might convert even such hopeless prospects as
Sid Lewis and Makofski into thorough.
going research workers."

SIX DIE IN
MARINE DISASTER

impressions of the dining hall overhead as follows:
"I have always been violently opposed to anything which savo;r;ed of the
undemocratic. Money is to me a
means, not an end. The problem of
dining hall overhead has always been
a hobby with me.
"The charge for overhead introduces an element which does not rest
on those principles of equality and
justice which are dear to the hearts
of every Yed-blooded American. The
over-head system is an atrocious abomination-a vile injustice-an outrage
which must be met and conquered. Let
us set ourselves definitely on record
in favor of law and order, mercy, justice, and equality. Let us forget the
proceeds and proceed."
The Coll;,ge Barber
"It has always appealed to my
sense of the aesthetic that the haplochlamydeous flower of the Marsh Marigold (Caltha palustris) is so actinomorphic. This points a lesson which
many of us might well follow in the
more serious pursuits o:( life. Radial
symmetry is a thing possessed not
alone by flowers. Homo sapiens, With
all his modern scientific knowledge,
has never been able to progress beyond the stage of bilateral symmetry.
Cannot the Caltha palustris point a
goal in our lives-that of striving ever
for the better balanced existence?
This is an example of Nature's kindness to her children, that she often
sets before us in the simple things of
life, those beacon lights by which we
may be guided in all the actions which
tend to produce a well-rounded, happy
existence."

(Continued from page one)
Various theories as to the cause of
the fatal accident were advanced by
authorities. Capt. Caspar Prim, U.
S. Infantry, said that in his opinion
the accident was caused by a faulty
steam line. Prof. VVheelem, a noted
steamboat engineer, - asserted, however, that Prim's theory was absurd
and that the accident must have been
due to faulty cerebration. Many of
those familiar with the technical det ails inv olved incline toward Prof.
Wheelem's view.
Vandals on Scene

STUDES CLASH

Armed guards paced the shores of
the lake all through the night with orders to shoot on sight any prospective
souvenir hunters. In spite of their
vigilance, one daring vandal managed
to swim out to the hulk in the heavy
sea and under cover of darkness to
slink away with a memento of the
grim incident. The exact nature of
the memento is unknown.

(Continued from Page One)

S. P. C. C. INTERVENES

production and we are going ahead
with our plans."
VVhen told that the Hayfield Follies
had been characterized as unfit for the
public stage, Mr. VVilcox merely
laughed and said, "Ridiculous. Why
I am expecting to attend with my little
sister."
Considerable public interest has
been aroused in the Junior week program since the news concerning certain difficulties•has leaked out. It is
probable, however, that the program
will be carried out in some form, as
Pres. Reach stated today that he
understood that prospects for an amicable settlement were bright.

The long-distance talking-match
which was to have been run off between Dave Warner .a nd Ed Gumbart
next Saturday night has been called
off on account of a complaint by the
Storrs Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children.

---------

TO DECIDE CHAMPIONSHIP
The directors of the Eastern States
Exposition in Springfield announce
that they have scheduled an automobile race for next September between
President Beach and Doctor Denlinger.

Mr. David Warner
When approached by the correspondent of The Scampus Mr. VVarner
said, "I have nothing to say for publication."
Dr. E. H. Gumbart
"The Democratic Party has always
been a blessing to the citizens of this
gre ~t a nd noble country.
I view
with alarm the conservatism of the
younger g eneration. What we need
tod ay is noew things done in new ways.
The Democratic Party has fostered
the spirit of conservative-progressivism so dear to the hear'ts of all its
follow ers. Let us rally to the standard so bravely held aloft by the Democratic mule, and stake our all on
the cause of free trade, free speech,
and free liquor."
Mrs. C. I. Hendrickson
"It has always seemed to me that
smoking is not a question of morals .
It is neither moral nor immoral, but
amoralt.h Co~sequently I can. feelwhnoo
sympa Y Wlth those fanatics
feel tnat co-eds OUGHT NOT t o
sm,? ke.
.
.
. 1f w~ look at It from the physical
side agam I see n? argument. TrUP,
the carbon monoxide from the necessarily incom:Iilete combustion of a
cigarette forms a stable compou nd
with the haemoglobin of the bloo cl,
preventing the necessary ahsvrptiou
of oxygen from the air, and causing
partial asphyxi·a tion. But is haemoglobin important enough in the life
(Continued on page Four

THE

C 0 N..N E C T I C U T

Paae ThJ:e:,

S C·A M P US

HALLOCK'S INCOlt.PORATED
ICE CREAM P AJU.Oil
High Grade Candies

By Beatrice Ba ref acts

Main Street

Willimantic

Dear Miss Barefacts:
to the Co-ed Formal by a young wo- FORECAST OF SUMMER STYLES
t k'
S h
Chemistr man in the community. Since that
___
SANITARY
}
I am a mg . 0 P omore
Y1time he has gone about with an ab·
·
CAREFUL
SERVICE
and am deeply m love. Need I say 1stracted air, hardly noticing me at
Hair a.nd dr.esses, hke t~e stock
re? Oh if you only knew Mr. S. all. I feel sure he intends to return market, either rise or fall: ~his :n:ove- DEPENDABLE
mo
'
.
th · 't t'
b · 't'
h
t th ment (See H. E. 21) IS mvanably
(I dare not use his name)
you would
e mVIProm.
a Ion Oh
Y mVI
mgshall
er 1 0do? e simu
·
lt aneous an d h as b een ch ar t e d THE MAVERICK LAUNDRY
.
. Junior
what
know how I feel. He IS so noble, In
'
by Babson.
.
Willimantic
Connecticut
fact my ideal man. But, of r.ourse,
Mrs. X.
Long dresses 'Yent out of style with - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - he doesn't return my affection. l~very My Dear
rs. X: . .
the advent of bndge clubs and motor
.
.
If your husband IS m the state of cars. Women no longer are slaves
GEORGE S. ELLIOTI
lab penod IS a tortur~ ~ 0 me. I ha:Ve mind you describe it is useless to ap- to housekeeping and the floor-sweepINSURANCE
even contemplated suicide. Oh, Mns peal to bis nobler qualities. You will ing trains of yesteryear are .now
Barefacts do advise me.
have to resort to strategy. During passe. Short skirts are the sign of the
Jordan Building
'
.
one of his fits of preoccupation you emancipated woman.
Willimantic, Connecticut
Distractedly,
might contrive to drop a solid object
There is a tendency for skirts to
RUTH
such as a brick or a flat iron on his become longer this season. On the Thia Aaenc:y lnaurea ' All Collet•
Property
foot. This will effectually stop his other handTerpsichorean activities. Avoid breakWhen bobbed hair fell below the
Dear Ruth:
Have you stopped to consider that ing a bone, if possible, but remem- ear, hems were just below the knee,
her that a fractured foot is a s all With the King Tut bob, just above th~. jfHE WILLIMANTIC SAVINGS
there are probably twenty others who sacrifice on the altar of domestic hap- ear, skirts 1·ose just above the knee.
INSTITUTE
share your sentiments towa'l'd this piness.
The Wethersfield Bob, popular in some
Banking
by Mail
sections,
is
frowned
upon
at
C.
A.
C.
"noble" young chemist? Every hand
Sincerely yours,
It was originally intended to be wot·n
Beatrice Barefacts.
Four percent on savings deposits
that grasps a test tube in the laboraonly with stripes. Should the Wetory doubtless trembles with the same
807 Main St., Willimantic
thersfield Bob become popular locally
the effect on skirts will be pronouncemotion which racks your bosom
OUR DAILY RECIPE
ed, but at this writing style disp.atchNow, Ruth, let your sense of humor
es from Holcomb Hall indicate slightly
come to your rescue. Imagine twoC. A. C. Ensemble
longer tendencies in hair and gowns.
HILLHOUSE & TAYLOR
thirds of the- Sophomore girls drink- . A simple meal which will make
The forehanded young woman wl11
ing sulphuric acid or jumping off tile use of all the left-overs on your allow an extra inch and a half of
Millwork and Lumber
material for her next costume. The
water tower. When you can laugb pantry shelf.
Phone 161
One slice of Holstein.
skirt can be hemmed up if necessary.
at this thought you will be on a fah
Willimantic, Conn.
Add several Murphys .
way to recovery from this girlish in ·
Flavor with Mintz.
SOCIETY NOTES
fatuati on.
Then add a Beveridge fresh
from our own Case; amount to be 1
Sincerely, .
Pianos, Phonographs, Recorda and
With the bursting of the first buds
governed by taste. (It will probably
Beatrice Barefacts.
Musical Merchandise
be improve
by adcling a little of springtime Dan Cupid is again
Moore.)
with us. A number of caualties are
SPRING'S MUSIC STORE
Place in Baker and Cook unti.l already reported as a result of the
Willimantic:, Ct.
Brown. Then add A jello and set in activities of this deadly little archer. 59 Church St.
Dear Miss Barefacts:
The followin g engagements are of
Snow to Kuhl.
Phone 163-13
I am desperately in love with v.
Garnish with any stray nuts you particular interest:
charming co-ed, but have not the may find and your meal is complete.
Miss Dorothy Bray to Victor Recourage to tell her of my affection All that remains now is the Service. cords of New Haven. Miss Grace
Holcomb to Mr. Cal S. Later of HartIf I do not find some means of expres·
SMITH & KEON
ford. Miss Anna Mae Moran to Mr.
DAILY BEAUTY CHAT
sion I shall gd mad. Last night, a1
·· R. U. Dunn of Willimantic.
Miss
Jewelers and Opticiana
the witching hour of three, I compos·
Beauty, a young woman's prime Grae Demander to ~r. Ray D. Ayter
ed this poem. Will you kindly advise consideration in life is neglected in of New Haven. lVhss Ruth Sours. to 768 Main St.
Willimantic, Conn.
most college cour~es. Laboratory M:. 0. B. Hayve of New York C1ty.
me if it is suitable to send to her.
work, in fact, is likely to be positively M1ss Ruby Gol~ to Arthur Mometer
Mac.
disastrous in effect. The time has of Stafford Sprmgs.
When your blue eyes are kind, to me come for re-shaping Home Economics
COMPLIMENTS OF
courses in line with common sense.
they bring,
Sewing, particularly, is harmful. It
Already we are looking forward to
A palpitation like the twittering strains the eyes and eyes are a col- ~he June wedding~. 0I_le of the first
ESTATE OF H. V. BEEBE
lege girl's chief assets.
J will be that of Miss . E.hz abe.th Bartle
birds of springCooking ruins the complexion. to Mark Time of Willimantic. Mark
But when they turn on me a frosty
Steam opens up the pores of the skin I has recently h een proll?-oted to . the
glare,
STORRS, CONN.
and paves the way for damage which 1position of Draft Clerk m the Wm~
My world is turned to winter, cold no number of "facials" can repair.
1 ham National Bank. because of _hls
and bare.
Botany is one course that may well proficiency in openmg and closmg 1---------------be retained, with modifications. The windows.
COLLEGIAN'S
Oft-times I see in them a troubled study of botany consists in gathering
wild flowers in the green fields and
BARBER SHOP
BEAUTY HINTS
gaze,
pressing them (the flowers-not the · ·
Which 'minds me of a deep autum- fields) in the dictionary. Bending
nal hazeover to pick flowers develops certain
·ay E. P. D.
SANITARY
MODERN
But when I bask in their azure depths body muscles necessary to grace in
On this Woman's page, in this raBasement Koons Hall
so clear
carriage. However, this sh.ould not vaging age, 1 feel that it is m¥ duty
Ah l then I know that summer-tim£ be overdone .. In f~ct, bendmg mo~e .to give a word of sound ad vic~, on - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - than twelve times m any one day Is the much abused subj ect "Beauty.
is here.
_ inadvisable. To guard against this,
It ought to be each woman's duty
TEL AND TEL
eac~ young woman should be accom- to pay attention to her beauty but we
CIGAR
Dear Mac:
pamed ~y a male escort to pluck any must work with natural means and
Mild,.
Sweet
and Fragrant.
Apparently the lady in questio c flowers m excess of her daily dozen. girls must learn this in their teens:
Buy Them in Packs of Five.
would be a great asset to the Weather
Lecture courses that i~volve use of If you would have the grace of Eve
. t h
d
notebooks should be avoided, as tak- fats and starches you must leave- JOSEPH WHITCOMB & CO.
Bur eau . 0 ne 1oo k m
ot erd eyes an wed mg
·
would k
h
no t es t en ds t o rna k e one roun d- and you never never auter tak e any- 21 Railroad St.
Springfield, Maea.
now w en
on our re shouldered. The study of English is thing to drink 'but water. If you can
~ annels or put away the old fur coa1 'exc~llent! pr?viding it d?es not _excite keep this in your skull, you always
m moth balls.
t~e 1magmat10n S? ~s to mduce msom- will be beautiful.
Seriously Mac writing poetry is ma. Some sensitive temperaments
Keep yourself clean in every way
not your · forte. 'We advise you t c cannot st.and the subject matter in and brush your "Toofies" every .dayseek
h
d
f
.
our Enghsh courses.
because if you should omit this you
GEORGE C. MOON
some 0 ~ er mo e. 0 e.xpress.IOn
It should be said in general that might come down with "Rheumatiss."
at least until your mmd IS a httle if the persona~ity of any instructor And, after bathing as you ought each
OPTOMETRIST AND
more mature.
has an unsettlmg effect, the course day, if you need it or not, don't be
Yours trul
should be. droppe~ at once:
afraid of showers cold they make you
OPTICIAN
y,
. French Is an emmently suitable suo- young when you are old. And then
Beatrice Barefacts.
Ject for young women. It enables on\3 when ·a ll these chores are done you
to read the French style books in the take a bath out in the sun and think
original.
.
.
of naught but happy days. My dear,
My Dear Miss Barefacts:
The.re still re~~ms a wealth of 'tis hard but I know it pays for while
y
h
h
.
material for obtammg a well-rounded spending your time you save your 694 Main Street
Willimantic
t ou . ave elped so many, will you education without that sacrifice of face
~~ a~~s; a faculty wife in a domes- beauty which has been so marked in
·
(Continued on Page Four)
crisis· My husband was invited · our women's colleges.

I
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dinner time, that bounteous meal! .
" MILLIONS FOR S.O IT PEWS;
with longing it quite makes you.
INTERVIEWS
squeal-you..,re hungty, but alas,
I
slice of bread, some watercress, of I
NOT A CENT FOR STEEPLE "
(Continued from Page Two)
skim-milk but a glass. Your teeth
must go through with - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . : . . . . SLOGAN OF PRES. SPEECH. it,youforgrit--you
to yourself you owe this solemn of a young girl to make the difference
1

B

Hartford, April 26, 1926- (By The
A ssassinat ed Press ). The Bored Trustees of the Storrs Communicative
Church met this afternoon at 43 Farmington Ave. to review Architect
Sperry's plans for the great tabernacle
at Storrs. Pres. C. Speech made a
long, eloquent, and impassioned plea
for comfortable pews.
"Anything is beautiful which is
comfortable and conducive to 'the
timely dew of sleep,' " ·said Mr.
Speech and he continued in this strain
for an hour and a half.
Sinner Wanta Leaning Spire

Doc. E. W. Sinner lost all self
control when he perceived the stately
175 foot spire designed by the architeet. An authority on church steeple'S
he leaned toward the celebrated Tower
of Pisa as a model.
"Never shall I enter this Communi
cative Church if it is not crowned hy
.a strictly colonial, leaning tower,'
said Dr. Sinner, as he stumbled to hi~
seat.
With all members uf the Bored competing for recognition from the chair:
Mr. Ben Hellas next succeeded in
gaining the floor. He argued at
length against the posts designed to
support the balcony, and said in part:
"Who in - - ".o$nts to sit behind
one of these when the choir is fun
of Co-eds; let the balcony support
itself."

HINTS FOR FAIR SEX
.
Contmued from page three
Thi
t
h
se
ngs d ar.e n~ a 1ways w at they
d em, a~ h If hfe ,seems an empty
h~:~~nd m~fte ~ 0,~-JJ nw~~ \o~e you
dead, A
er ·
~u
.a
were
. d. th nd . ~fenf It .~ams don't
mm
e SJ?rm e or. I you d? it
~!ans a ,wrmkle, and. m the Sprm~you~ ~~on t a~o'\ 'h si.~gie f~rro':I 1n
c II t wd: h onb kesi a e w en uty
~ s o IS es,, . oo s, or c1asses; be
fifferent, be original and don't be like
heAtmll;sses.
SIX A · M ., you t a k e your ro 11 s:but on the floor. You hate t? do It?
rh~ only way to get results IS to go
0 It.. The toast and ':ggs you started
~oo~mg may .be burn~ng-what ~atrs If you satisfy that mner yearmng?
You crave your br~akfast? Ah, a~d
yet, you must attam that sle!lder silhouette. So treat ~hat luscious bacon, cre.a~ and porridge as your foe,
and sm1lmgly consume your prunes
and bran and H20.
The day well started yo~ may do
much as Y,?~ please,-;don t worry,
but your VIgilance don t cease. At

duty: you must attain that slim and between smoking and· abst!aining?,
graceful beauty.
Even the most uneducated among
At supper-time you must refrain you will answer, NO.
but, if you feel that gnawing pain_: . "On the other hand, it cannot be
a .cup of tea, quite clear, with lemon, ' denied that a cigarette, properly and
might be had, of fat you'll l.aie a quite gracefully handled, lends an air of
considerable pad.
1 distinction to the most obsolete ·•nd
You need a lubricant if you are uninteresting of co-eds.
•·
very thin. If you are fat, at night
"I a~ heartily in favor d smoking
you harness up your chin. You cry rooms m Holcomb Hall. I look for"Oh, what a bore!" My dear it quite 1 ward to the time when each gil'l may
eliminates that awful snore.
feel it not only her privilege, but her
One doubtless understands that 1duty, to join the increasing ranks of
beauty also must include the hands. I those who find solace in the soothing
The nails are polished to the pinkest powers of Lady Nicotine."
tint. The moon at base of nails must
show its glint. And, while you soak
--your fingers in a bowl do not forget Miss Whitney
the concert for your soul.
If you are very short or very tall
"Now that 'necking' is a recognized
if you are very large or very small, ·a nd popular form of extra-curricular
don't fret or stew-your weight or activi~ies, it seems unfortunate that
height quite often does depend upon no suitable place has been provided.
your point of view.
We w~nt students to feel free to use
the Library. We can furnish chairs
and heat against the inclemencies of
Coacl~ Sumner Dole announces a 1 the weather. Laughter and talking
checker tournament between Storrs i are _always welcome here. Don't go
and Koons Halls, to take place next . outside to do your 'necking'-DO IT
~onday night at 10 .(\.. M.. (Staylightl HERE!"
tJm_e~.
The chai:npwn d'isc-:pushers
anticipate a gruehng match, and the
stands should be crowded.
"Wally" Moreland

I

I

I
I

What
A utomob•}
d R a d•10 N ew-s good"Todid. h-1theywitheverthedoFaculty.
.an institution?
I e an
Answer me that!"
By H. T. M.

The Collapse Comes

At this moment the bottom fell
out of the chair in which the Irrev.
M. Ezra Ailing was relaxing. Some
time w!ls lost on account of this interruption.
Mr. Chick A. Wheedler next called
to the need for good ventilation for
the edifice. He expressed the belief
that everyone Will be smoking in
Church within ten years.
Mr. Art. Merrily said the outside
of the building as planned didn't look
like the church in his home town in
New Hampshire, which was built before the Civil War, and he voted to
stop preceedings until he could get
some pictures from Conway Center
showing how a Church 1·eally ought tQ
look.
"I may want to go to church myself, sometime," he said.
Irrev. M. Ezra Ailing brought his
fist down upon the ink well with a
bang.
"If I'm going to preach here," he
began; but - at this point Chairman
Georges Fight made the discovery tha
only $163 ,000 of the necessary $225,
000 for buildings had been raised.
Mr ..Ailing subsided into silence again
Fmally Mr. Sperry was able again
to direct attention to the plans which
w er spread upon the table, and to
the surprise of the entire Bored, it
w as found that an elegant colonial
structure , both inside and out, had
been designed. He was th't,refore instructed to proceed at once with the
specifications. About one month will
be required for the completion of
these details, he said.
Impunity House to Be Dedicated

The Impunity House, which will be
completed and furnished by the end
of May, will be dedicated on Sunday, June 6, it was decided. The
Bored, feeling "weary and old with
service," voted to adjourn.
The Storrs Municipal Golf Course
has become so crowded now and the
newly married set has grown to such
proportions that plans have been
drawn up for the construction of a
new playing field. It is rumored tha
Spring Hill ·is to be the first bunker

If your car has four wheel me- ! with little pleasure and not a profit,
Mr. Nelson T. Hoadley
chanica! brakes, and if it has a ten- sends in the following: "Why need
Q. W~at do you think of Freshdency to swerve when you bring it to there be such a loss of human life man E~gl!sh, Mr .. Hoadley?
a stop, i!l a~l probability your brakes because of the carelessness of drivers l'kA.. Its all right for those who
need .adJustmg. Four wheel brakes who attempt to crank their cars while I e It. Did you know that experiare factors for sa.f ety WHEN THEY in gear? At slight additional cost ~ents wer~ being carz:ie.d on with a
ARE FUNCTIONING PERFECTLY; car manufacturers could install ~ VIew to usmg the cacti m Tex.as for
when they are not, they may become locking device which would operate the manufacture of confectiOner's
direct cause of accidents. The only itself when the crank was used and sugar? They have been more successafe way to drive your car is to have which would eliminate the necessity sful than any_one dared dream they
your brakes in correct adjustment. of the driver thinking about his would be.
.
You can try equalizing them in the gears." We wish to congratulate w. J. H Q~:U ~at Is a comma splice, Mr.
following way: First, tighten the nut Z. on his perspicacity and thought- oa ey ·
which is usually found on the inside fulness, and we heartily recommend . dA. (din an offhand ma~ner) "Two
of each brake drum and which con- his comment to ,a ll for their con- m epen ent statements. hnked by a
trois the tension with which the brakes sideration.
comma alone. I was m New York
are applied so that the brake can be
last week-end at -a dance at a girls'
applied with little pressure. Then
school. Boy, som~, cagey women they
take the car to a stretch of clean conRadio Comment
have down there!
crete road-the newer the road the
One of the outstanding advantages
Q. Were you ever in Bermuda?
better. When the car is trav~ling of .radio was forcefully brought to
A. "No. You k!low,, I have enjoyabout thirty miles an hour, apply the our mind the other night when an ed Fre.shman Enghsh Immensely all
brakes. This will cause the wheels to eastern university broadcast its an- ~h;,ee times. Some day I hope to pass
lock and skid. Now, when the car nual play, an extravaganza with a co- It.
has stopped, get out and w.alk back. ed chorus. We know the necessity
By observing the road carefully, and of a· chorus showing its knees-a
the marks made by your tires, you chorus would not be a chorus withMr. William K. Schofield
can probably tell which wheel r.rippe<i out a display of knees-and we knoW'
"I
.
.
first. Then you will know which nut that the co-eds with good voices are t 't certam1Y welcome thi~ 0 PP?ris too tight. Loosen this one 3lightly, usually those . . . But why go on? 0~n~ti' t~.s~y ahwf1rd oTrhtwfo m ~rais e
and repeat the operation until you You get the idea I'm sure. The ear
e u~mg . a ·
e ood IS 8 ·
find that all wheels lock at the same entertainment w~s good, however.
~ays ~n~ mvatriab!y of the hbest q.11;al·
time. Although the method outlined
I Y an. ?We~ price and . t e cUisme
above has not been approved, so far
m~s~ m JUStice be described as exas we know, we don't see why it
qUisite. Only last week. I had an
won't work.
. No one can say what effect radio order of .c·a~ar tha;e which was by
Will have on our spoken language. far superior m quahty to that served
Br~adc.ast announcers have a moral at the Ambassadress in New York."
Hints to the Motorist
obligation to the country. to speak
correctly. and to phrase their sentenc
Because several men have died from es effectively. Sever!l-1 of them toMr. Sidney Lewis
the effects of inhaling the exhaust of .day do not: If we as hsten~rs dema.nl).
"It . WI'th pleasure that I say "
heir motors we wish to advise against good English we can get It. Notice
IS
.
. "
the practice'. If for any reason you the diction of your favorite announc- wohi:dh ·abhoust tdhe spSlendid hcoopera~wnd
•
• ::-1.
b
th er
w c t e tu ent enate as receive
have occasion to tmKer a out
e ·
this year from the faculty committee
rear end of YO?-r car, s~op the motor
on Student Affairs. On the matter
before Y?U begm. But, If you need .to
A c1,1rious event took place in Chi- of drinking for instance (which h as
~a~e adJ~Stments on the motor while cago recently when an announcer re always been .a sore point), the Stu·
It IS runnm~, always .assure you;se.lf marked to his audience that Chicago'a dent Senate and the faculty committhat there IS plenty of fres'!t all' .m District Attorney was sitting in the tee found themselves in hearty a nd
the gara.ge. Yo'? can do this easily cafe from which the broadcast was perfect agreement after a discussio"l
by openmg a Window or a door or being made. Now the District Attor which lasted only a few seconds.
both.
ney in his own home heard the an"The next move of the Senate will
nouncement through the loud speaker. be toward the abolition of military
He had the announcer arrested for hia training, which we consider un-Ameri· '
W. J. Z., who says he has read thl• misinformation, and caused him to be can, anti-social and pernicious in
department for the last twenty yean fined.
I every respect."
'

1
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The Daily Scampus Sporting Page
PLUVIUS HALTS SLAUGHTER
jRHODE ISLAND RUNS WILD
TRINITY TEAM DEMORALIZED~
IN ANNUAL DUAL MEET
DOLE'S CHARGES
VICTORIOUS IN
WALKAWAY GAME

ALL-TIME CONN. TEAMS
(Selections by Old Timer)
Basket Ball
lf, Alexander
rf, Makofski

Connecticut 10--Trinity 3

CAPACITY CROWD
CHEERS CONQUERED
CINDERIT1ES

Revenge!

1923
The frequenters of McCurdy's A. C.
1926 had a rare treat last Wednesday night
when Battling Kid Seckerson kayoed
1910 Dynamite Dan Patch in the third
1927 round of a finish bout. The match
had been the object of more than
1923 usual interest, since it was the first
contest in this city between representatives of different classes. The
1901 Battling Kid tips the scales at 98
while Dynamite, at 247, is
1925 pounds,
classed with the heavyweights.

The. sky was a d~k, ?eep azure.
Few hght, . fluffy, sllverhned clouds
By A. W. M.
c, Vance
floated -~azlly overhead. A gen~le
The baseball contest between the
lg, Schofield
breeze wafted the scents of · sp~mg
Connecticut Agricultural College and
a?ross the la~ds~ape, an~ the httle
Trinity College on the twenty-eighth
rg, Lord
birds were chupmg m~rrily as they
of April, 1926, was well received by
Football
gat~ered t~e downy nnlkweecl seeds
the somewhat less than capacity audito lme their ? 0 ZY nests. The bees,
ence present. The game was characle, Blakeslee
fresh frol!l their enforced ~onfinement
terized by a lack of unseemly haste
of t.he wmter, were seekmg out the
and a dignity that threatened at times
It, Eddy M.
earliest of the blossoms.
to become ponderous.
lg, MacGuire
1920
Kid Seckerson forced the fight from
A field lay in the gentle rays of the
The pitcher for Connecticut was
c, O'Neil
19 25 the bell, his superior speed and his afternoon sun-broad,level, and covMr. Willard S. Eddy of Simsbury.
staying powers more than making up ered with velvet grass in the first
Mr. Oscar Nanfeldt, formerly a large
rg, Mitchell
1922 for the weight of his opponent.
green of the season. It was a long,
figure in the packing industry of New
rt, Gleason
1924
Patch was the first to appear in lhe oval field, bounded by a well kept cinHaven, graced the first of the three
ring. At 6.17 he walked down the der path. White lines crossed the
1926 aisle from his dressing room attired green of the herbage at regular inbases. Mr. William Makofski, the
or Nanfeldt
versatile representative of Schenecre, Howard
1914 in a bright green dressing gown and tervals, almost like the whitewashed
tady, New York, capered around cenbright blue trunks. He jumped light- lines of a football gridiron. It was a
1926 ly into the ring, disregarding the prof- peaceful, pastoral scene.
ter field. In other respects the Conqb, Moreland
necticut players played the same posilhb, Lyman
1900 fered assitance of his seconds. FourBut on the northern border of
tions as in previous performances.
rhb, Hammill
1925 teen seconds later Secky appeared in the field across the cinder path from
In the first inning Mr. Newsholme
the d?orway an~ walked heavily down the sm~oth, closely-shorn lawn, all
of Trinity failed to hit the ball in
fb, Webb
1898 the aisle. He shpped as he clambered was alive with bright colors. A woodthree successive attempts and was
into the squared circle, disclosing a en stand had been erected in tiers
declared out by the umpire. Mr. Bond
Baseball
bluish-pi~k P:=tir of running pants almost like the seating for an out~
batted the ball to Mr. Eddy who
Pitchers
under his bright red bath-robe. It door theatre. It faced across the cinwas a colorful setting for a colorful ders toward the green. And upon the
tossed it to Mr. Nanfeldt. As the
1903
ball reached first base before Mr.
McLean
bout.
.
stand were crowds of beautifully
Bond, the latter gentleman was disMoriarty
1904
Each of th.e pugs re.ceived a tre- dressed young damsels. Girls in blue.
qualified from further attempts to
ovation when mtroduced by Girls in red. Girls in pink, orange,
1910 mendous
score; Mr. Whitaker was also so unConzelman
Referee Terrence Kelley. After the green, and French nude. Girls in
fortunate as to strike out.
Catchers
usual preliminaries the gong sounded every color of the rainbow and many
i:n the latter half of this inning
Lyman
1900 at 6.46% ·
others. Sprinkled among them, as alConnecticut .scored one run. Mr.
ROUND ONE. Both contestants ways, was a variegated assortment
Ahern hit the ball smartly over the
Wooden
1911 were wary about mixing it up at the of men-even more colorful in their
right fielder's head. The latter gen1b, Ivers
191 1 outset, Dynamite Dan jumped to the dress, if possible, than their consorts.
tleman attempted to retreat and leap
center of the .squared circle at the
The intent and careful observer:
into the air at the same time in order
2b, Tryon
1906 b ~ll and. rev~lvmg slowly as the Bat- 1· however, would have noticed that
to catch the ball. His physical coordi3b, Ryan
1924 tlmg Kid circl.e~ the ropes. Secky something was amiss in the crowd.
nation was not sufficient for the persee!lled to be sizmg up h~s opponent, Instead of the happy, carefree, usual
formance of this feat and he fell prone
ss, Berry
1926 while Da~ wa~ endeavor~ng to ~eep deportment there was a spirit of inwhile the ball rolled away. Mr. Ahern
Fielders
from gettmg di~zy from hi.s gyrations. tense excitement which permeated' th~
r eached third base as a consequence.
After a long mmute of t~Is hors~play very air. Attention seemed fixed on
1911 Patel} suddenly closed with a wicked i some vital and important problem.
Mr. Schofield attacked the ball vigorHood
Hale
1912 left Jab to the es~phagus, whereup.on , Conversation among the members of
ously with his bat but it was caught
by the Trinity pitcher, Mr. Mastronthe Faculty Row Ido( countered with the group was all but absent. Oc1928 a roundhouse to .the ea~. The two ; casionally the group as a whole would
ade, who threw to first base putting
Tiernan
Mr. Schofield out. Mr. Makofski
blows were pr~c.tically simultaneous, break into hoarse shouting. Three
struck a long fly to center field on
and both participants .were floore~l. 11 members of the party would detach
44
100
99
which Mjr. Ahern sc·o red. Messrs.
Since the Tufts game
o/o The referee c.onsulted his rule book m themselves from the ranks and go
Eddy and Horne made hits and Mr. of the C. A . C. stude~t body has fig~r- order to d.ecide on whom he shoul.d j through weird contortions before the
Gilbert reached first on Mr. News- ed out that the Aggles have practic- star.t .countmg, but before he made his 1 others, being accompanied in their
holme's mistake but their efforts were ~~y beaten Yale. We shall play th~ decisiOn the bell saved them both spiritualistic dance by the bellowing
fruitless, as Mr. Allard's fly was Iants next.
from a double knockout.
of the multitude. The three would
caught br . the center fielder.
.
.
ROUND ~WO. The Gree~ H.ouse I sway back and forth in unison, per. The Trimty p~ay~rs scored two runs seem~d a signal for a series of v~ry gazabo carried the fight to his .hgh.t- forming seemingly impossible feats,
m the second mnmg, although they peculiar a~ts on the part of t~e Tnn- . er opponent f~om the bell. Closmg m and uttering at the same time strange
made but one hit. It happened very It~ ~earn m the course of which Mr. q~ickly he dehyered a murderous .rab- \ half-syllables rwhich were a.U but
much as follows: Mr. Eberle reach -d Williams s~ored.
.
hit. punch which turned the hght- 1drowned out by the cries of the mob.
first on Mr. Schofield's very excusa~le
.connecticut made five ru!ls m the weight. bozo completely around sev- 1 Time and again the strange ritual was
error. As the powers of locomotion third. Perhaps the less said of the eral times, and as the latter was ' performed varying in length and in
of ~he party of the first part were. un- mann.er of it the better except to .make spinning Dyna~ite Dan s~a:ted a left I the mann~r of dancing. But at last
sabsfact~ry, a ~nner was substitut- mention of a fine one base hit by hook to the chi~. He miSJUdged the I the members of the group rose as one
ed for him. This gentleman ran to Mr. Horne, another by Mr. Nanfeldt, B speed of revolution and the blow land- man stood poised for a moment on the
second. At this point Mr. Eddy lack- good bunt by Mr. Ahern and, to cap ed on the back of the neck two turns rough boards and then slowly walked slightly in equanimity and Mr. Pry- the climax, a two b~e hit by Mr. S~ho- '~ter. The Battling K~d trippe? on I ed away to~ard the brick building
,o r reached first base on four balls. field. ~~rther credit should b~ given his own feet a~d fell mto a clmch. which was hidden by the trees in the
first. The bases were full and no the Tnmty players for their able They were quic~y !Separated, and background
one was out. Mr. Eberhold struck assistance.
Secky, still swaying dizzily, was on
·
.
out. A runner stole home as Father
Three runs were also scored by the point of falling again when the
S<;:ORE: Rhode Island 90 2-3, Connecticut 44 1-3.
Williams labored under an unfortu- Connecticut in the fifth inning. Mr . bell rang. .
nate misapprehension as to the where- Nanfeldt hit a two base hit. Mr.
ROUND THREE. Again Patch
SUMMARY·
a~out~ of the runner and tapped the Ahern bunted a~d reached first. Mr. was on the aggressive. The battler
220 yard low ~urdles: Won by Gratton,
~Ir With the ball instead of the rep- Schofield was given a base on balls from Faculty Row was wary, and Rhode Island; Foster, Rhode Island, second;
.resentative of TrinitY'. ·Mr. · R.iley Mr. Horne was similarly treated, fore- kept near the ropes. His clever foot- Li s t~o, Connecticut, third .. Time 27.4 ..
struck out but Mr· Mastronade
hit the ing
in one run • Mr • Gilbert
at this WOrk saved him time after time from , Drmg,
~tie run: Won by Mulhgan, Connecticut:
.
.
.
Rhode Island, second; Stron~. Rhode
ba 11 successfully, scormg
Mr. Pryor. JUncture had the happy 1dea of mak- the murderous advances of the heavy · 'I Island, third. Time ":41 8-10.
The side was retired when Mr. News- ing another hit and scored two run· weight. The crowd was becoming unHO yard run: Won by Ran~le, Rh~de
holme's fly was caught by Mr. Gilbert. ners.
ruly and calling for action, but Dyna- Island; Gallant, Connecticut, thud. Ttme
54
Trinity also scored in the fourth
Fortunately for everybody, the rai71 mite Dan could not seem to close with
1~~co;.~~ dash: won by Talbot, Rhode
when Mr. Thomson was allowed to which had been threatening all the his quicker adversary. Finally .Secky Island; Atwood, Con~ecticu~, second ; Gratrun home on an error of judgment afternoon became a downpour in the was forced into a corner. With a ton, Rhode Isl~nd, thtrd. Ttme 10.
1
on the P~rt of certain memb~rs of the latter part · of the sixth inning. With bull bellow the heavyweight ~ore down Rh~~~ ~:fadnd~~s~.t~~r~h~~e ~~:nd~Y ,; :!:~
Connecticut team.
the hearty acquiescence of everyone on him. As the Battling Kid stepped Evans, Connecticut, third. .Time 18 second•.
Connecticut made one run in the the umpire terminated the game.
aside Patch ran head on into the
Two mile run: Won ,bY Strons. Rhode
seco
d '·' ·
M r. Wilhams
. · made .s· -The box score wil
. l b e f oun· d many
·
Mulligan,
second; Fine,
post ' at. t h e corner an d d roppe d t o Island;
Rhode Island,
third.Connecticut,
Ti~e 10:12 2-to.
: n mmng.
I11 t. Mr. Nanfeldt
bunted. This standard reference book.
the restned canvas.-- He·· was- out.
1 •• · 8!!0 yatd run : · Won by Gallant, Connl!e·
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ticut; Ma~r~e.~ ~hode.. I~Iand, seco;d; Drin~r,l ·,;N~'Y ·k~·ep ~w~y-from,,the dance -toRhode Island, third. Time 2.419.
njght. It ain't aood for you. You
220 yard dash: W.oq by Atwood, Connec•
h
I
P
y
k
h t
ticut; Cl e ~tg. Rhode bland, second; Orr, know w at mean .
ou now w a
Rhode Island, third. Time 23 1-1 0.
I mean!" Daly.
Hnmmer throw: Won by Druce, Rhode
Island, 117 feet 2 inches; Taylor, Rhode
Island, 5 cond, 114 feet 9 inches ; Bosworth,
Rhode Island, third, 106 f et 1-4 in<:hes.

galla~t ~~ggies iJllpOrt swell 'cfalhes SN~PPY STY~g -~'T. REASONfrom the ou....,ioe
l.iO
•
ABLE PRICES
The apple crop promises to be plentiful this year. This will be cheering
t th ·
t
f S
news O
e mma es 0
t?rrs and
Koons Halls. However, owmg to a
MODERN SHOE STORE new policy inaugurated by the Hort
fe~h~t i~~~: sw~~~~ttm~.o~~o~n e~t~~~~.tl~~~~n4~.
Departm.ent, stu.dents will be required 786 Main St. Opp. Windham Nat.Ba~
86 f et 11 inches ; Hendrick s, Rhode Island,
to furmsh their own barrels next - - - - - - - - - - - - - - third, 36 feet.
.
\fa ll. This departure from the usual
Pole vau lt : Won by Dorttcou r, Rhod e
l'
f th d
COMPLIMENTS OF
Island, 10 feet 9 inch B ; Richard son, Rhode
--?enerou.s po ICY 0
e epartment
!Aland, se ond, o f et 9 inches; Fieneman,
IS occaswmng much adverse comment .
JORDAN BUICK CO.
Con":~ cticut, thi rd, !l feet 9 inc:: hes.
I Life at Storrs Perfect Except For
Guyer's classes in aesthetic dancing
Dt ti ·u s throw: w ~)ll by Oti S, Rhode ls- •I
Dull Claaaroom Lecturea
are making great progress the dew
land, 111 fe •t 8 1-2 tnches; Mulcahy, Rho de
'
covered carpet of the Campus lawns
Islan d, second, 107 ( e t; Dosworth, Rh de
Island, third, 10 5 f · t 8 in ch s.
j
providing a pleasant contrast to the
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
Isl~~~~~i~57th~~~: 4 'in°c~e:t R~r~;;;~: ~~~~= ' "Ain't Nature beautiful?" This fro sted su:f!lce on ~hich they have
Island, second 14_9 feet 6 inc hes: _ Cu mmin~~: s, ' quaintly original exclamation is heard been practlcmg. all wm~er.
Rhod, Island , thml, 188 fe et 4 1nches.
t
d
· St
th t
The only fly m the omtment as you - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Uroatl ju mp : Won by Talbot, Rhode Is - a 1mos every ay 1~
orrs, ?OW a might
. th f t th t
f
lan d, 22 feet 3 1 - 4 Inches: Evan s, Connecti- May seems determmed to lmger no
sa~ Is. .e ac
a . some pro cut, s cond, 21 fe et 3 inches ; Clegg, Rhode longer in the lap of winter
essors still ms1st on holdmg classes.
Isla~d. t_hird, 20 f •t 7 inches.
.
1
Already the grass is springing up- Classroom lectures show little if any
High JUmP: Won by Farwell. ConnectiCUt, I
I
influences of the vernal
d
u feet 7 inches : Talbot, Rhod e 1Bland, sec· 1ward, lured forth by warm days and
.
season an
ond, 5 feet 6 inc h e~: trip le tie tor third, gentle rain. How welcome is the are practically as dry as they were
amon~r s aries and Rtchardson of Rhode Is - grass! It is the first green thing we last J anuary.
6
:~:~~~s~nd Gillett' Connecticut. 5 feet
have seen since the class of '29 regis- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tered last fall.
With the coming of spring, Storr~'
C. A. C., 7; CLARK, 2
A Co1,1plete Stock of
famous chain of lakes has been openThe Con necticut A ggies won an- 1 ed to navigation. From the distant Victrolas, Records, Pianos and
oth er baseball game Wednesday de- reaches of t he Fenton come some
Radio Equipment
f eating Clark 7 to 2 in a game chiefly : asto u~ding ~tories of trout bagged by
810 MAIN ST.
PHONE 1000
f eatured by the dainty base running ~he P}scator1al experts of Storrs. It
of "Pop" Williams and heavy slug- IS cla1med that the students c~tch the UNITED MUSIC COMPANY
WILLIMANTIC, CONN
gin g by the entire Aggie team. The most fish but the fac~lty certamly has
Tel. 240
Aggics r egis t r ed sixteen hits, includ the edge on fi_sh stopes.
666 Main Street
in fuur by S·hoficld and three each
Buds are m e~dence about the~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
by Horn e and Willi ams. Eddy pitch- campus and out at the .orch!lrds. In
ed six innin gs, allowi ng four hits and fact about t he only thmg .m St~rrs
A WELL D~~~~ED MAN'S
Mak ofski thr
innings with one hit. that has ceased to bud 1s ge mus.
There is the usual crop of society buds
Check Up and See How Your Team Looks.
at Holcomb Hall which we hope will
1st Base, Hat--A poor hat spoils all. 2nd Base, ColGreat excit m nt has been arou sed escape the u sual frost about the time
by the Hom e Egg Laying Con Lest. of Junior Prom when the none too
lar-Does yours fit? 3rd Base, Tie--Should harmonize.
Coach Daly is keeping close track of
Pitcher, Suit--How's the style? Catcher, Topcoat--Most
his charges, a nd betting among the
conspicuous. Right Field, Shirt--Is the color fast? Center
students is running high. There haCJ BREAD, CAKE AND PASTRY OF
Field, Socks-Don't fall down. Left Field, Belt--All leathbeen a persist ent rumor around the
EVERY DESCRIPTION
campus for the past week that the
er. Short Stop, Gloves--Last but not least.
Rhod e Island R eds threw the last meet
BLANCHETIE AND
''Dreaa Well and Succeed"
in collusion with the White Wyan.
BLANCHEITE
dottes. Judge Landless' assistance is
needed.
44 Church Street
744 MAIN ST.
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
An account of the greatest obstacle race of the season never seems
Eastern Connecticut's Leading
MUSIC FURNISHED FOR
to make its appearance in t hese columns. It is a great feat to run a "SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
ALL OCCASIONS
DRUG STORE
half mile from the college orchard
when loaded down with a sack of ap- FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED TO ALL
PEERLESS ORCHESTRA
THE WILSON DRUG CO.
ples.
PARTS OF THE UNITED
Willimantic:, Connecticut
Wholesale and Retail Druggiata
STATES AND CANADA
PROSPER VEGIARD, MANAGER
CLEANING AND DYEING
723 Main Street Willimantic, Con:t.
Telephones 879-966

SIGNS Of SPRING
MUCH IN EVIDENCE

I

Louis H. Arnold
INSURANCE
In All Forma

PLAy BALL !

THE J. F. CARR COMPANY

HARTFORD DYE WORKS
28 Church

StPh!n:V;~~mantic,

Conn.

Send Garment by Bus
Work Guaranteed
Quick Delivery

DAWSON_ FLORIST
WILLIMANTIC

NEW GEM

WILL~MANTIC

CONNECTICUT

KINZYK

THE WIWMANTIC

Ladies' and Gents' Tailor
SUITS MADE TO ORDER $35.00 UP
Suits Steam-Cleaned and Pressed
$1.50
Suits Pressed 60c.

LUMBER & COAL COMPANY
Established 1862
Lumber, Coal, Lime, Cement and
Builders' Supplies

Willimantic

56 Union St.

J. R. PICKETT, Mgr.

87 Church St.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
"BEHIND THE FRONT''
The Most Laughable Comedy of the Year.
SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY
JOHN BARRYMORE in "THE SEABEAST''
One of the Three Greatest Pictures of the Year.
PRICES ...... ... .......... .. ........ ... .............................. lOc, 20c, 30c

CARS FOR HIRE
Local and Long Distance

s.

Sboea that We Dare to Rec:ommencl

Willimantic, Conn.

Televhone Connection

W . L. DOUGLAS AND REGAL
CROSSETIS FOR LADIES & GENTS

TRACY & WOLMER
JEWELERS

W. N. POITER

Watches, Silverware, Jewelry and
Diamonds.
All repair work, new special order
work and diamond setting done in our
own shop. We specialize in highgrade watch work.
688 Main Street. Willimantic, Conn.

TRIPS TO ALL GAMES

THE WINDHAM NATIONAL

TED HILTON'S TAXI SERVICE

BANK

Connecticut

General

WilUmantie, Cona.

Life Insurance Company
STORRS, CONN ~

Phone Willimantic Div.
315-6 and 876-14

107 Prospect Ave.

Hartford. Conn.

Wright D" Gi.JI'ord
SpeelalA.-t

Phone E4878-2 and 4-0488
Storrs,

Conn.

Capital
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Snyder:

Soils and F ertiliz.e ra

Not since Knut Hamsun's "Grow.t h
<>f the Soil" has anything been written which smells of the ground so
strongly as the gripping, realistic
tragedy portrayed in this recent bestseller. Here 'we come face to face
with matter in one of its blackest
moods, in one of its most absorbingor shall we say absorbentr-forms.
J ,a mes Joyce and Theodore Dreiser
love dirt and they have portrayed for
us the lure and attractiveness of the
mire, but it has l:(een left for Snyder to propound the startling thesis
.J;l;l.at dirt is not only beautiful but is
actually necessary to modern civilization! Think of what is implied
in this apotheosis of mud, filth and
manure, in this justification of the
putrescence of the dunghill! It is
what we have all been waiting fot'.
It palliates our own playing with pollution, our dilettante dallifnce with
dirt. It out-moderns the moderns. It
is primitive. It sticks. It is nasty.
Read it!

Gay:

Productive Horae Husbandry

A good yarn, but slightly Victorian in atmosphere. The plot jogs
along a little slowly for our modern
taste, but near the end of the tale
(or, as the author quaintly spells it,
"tail") you will get kick enough to
satisfy the most sophisticated. As the
title implies, the love interest centers
in the male element in conjugality
rather than (as is more usual) in the
female. But after all, why shouldnrt
it? Doesn't even Shakespeare say
"There's husbandry i~ heaven?" We
believe that romance has too long
been regarded as a solely female attribute. Heart-hungry . husbands of
the world, unite!

Sinnott

and

In a field in sunny Spain stands a stone mortar.
Crows hover around it, picking up bits of grain and
chaff-cawing.
Here Marcheta, in the fresh beauty of her youth,
will come to pound maize. For years she will pound
maize. The stone will stand up under the blows;
not a dent has the muscle of three generations of
women made upon it. But the crows will hurl their
black gibes upon a woman aging early and bent
with toil. Old Marcheta-still in her thirties.

Dunn:
Principles of
Genetics

We do not approve of this book.
Even the fact that it has been ex·
eluded from the mails does not make
it worth reading. · It is thinner on
plot and thicker on propaganda tha11
Wells in his most Olympian moods.
To be frank, it is over-sexed. Why
should we call -attention so continuously and so shamelessly to the mysteries of reproduction? As Heine
(or was it Goethe) has so beautifully
put it, "Hunger and love make the
world go 'round." For our part, we
are content to let them do it, and
not t ry to throw any eugenical monkey-wr enches into the machinery. How
tame and sapless all romance will be
when t h e climax of a courtship is the
issuance to the loving couple of a
certificate of eugenical respectability
on t heir ancestry and when, as they
r ush into each others' arms, all they
can find to say are the concluding
words of the hero and heroine in this
book, "So's YOUR old man!"

Holmes:

rows

General Chemistry

Holmes is one of the best of our
younger poets of the ultra-modet'n
school and between the covers of his
latest little book lies some of his most
successful work. We who .a re intellectually emancipated have rejoiced
to see up-to-date versifiers boldly
abandon the outworn forms and rhythms of Keats and Tennyson and experiment with VERS LIBRE in its
many and f-a scinating varieties. Gertrude Stein has been recognized fm."
some time as the boldest of these
pioneers but we feel that she must
now yield to Holmes and his molecular school of verse. Stein usea
words divorced from their meaning.
Holmes goes her one better by replac~ng words with symbols. His success
1s remarkable.
He senses the elect ronic vibrations of the universe.

Electricity, which can release
woman from h er burdens, has
a lready created a r evolution in
American industry. Wherever
m an k ind labors, G eneral
E lectr ic mot ors can b e found
carr.y ing loa ds, driving machinery and sa ving time and labor.
A nd there is no br anch of electrical development today to
whic h G eneral Electric has not
m a de i mport an t co ntribut ions.
A series of G-E ad vert isements
showing w h at electricity is
doing in m any fi.elQ,s will be
sent on request . Asft for book·
let GEK-1.

The American woman does not pound maize. But
she still beats carpet; she still pounds clothes; she
still pumps water. She exhausts her strength in
tasks which electricity can do better, and in half
the time.
The high ideals of a community mean little where
woman is still doomed to drudgery. But the miracles which electricity already has performed
indicate but a fraction of the vast possibilities for
better living and the tremendous opportunities
which the future developments in electricity will
hold for the college man and woman.
7•72DH

GENERAL ELECTRIC

• GBNER.AL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

SCHENECTADY.

THE REX RESTAURANT

EXCLUSIVE
GIFTS

696 Main Street

WILLIMANTIC ART STORE

Steaks and Chops a Specialty

"The Art and Gift Shop"
58 Chureh Street

MARY ANNA SODA SHOP
ANDTUROOII
Mala ancl Uniea Streeta
1fiLUII.AM'nC. CONN.

STEPHEN LANE FOLGER, Inc
:Manufacturiq Jewelera
180 Boadway
New York

Cl.. _.C.U.,.r.__,_..,.
GeW. lilftr . . . . . . . . . . . . .

NEW

YORK

Tobridy-Weldon Co.
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

•
THE LEADING STORE

.

•

$

$

•

THE . COJCNECTICUT SCAM PUS.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

$

•
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.. $50,000 PRIZE PUZZLE •
$

•

$

$

• •
$

$

$

$

$

$

BY PROF. E. W. SINNER, PUZZLE EXPERT AND BOTANIST

supervision of the Department of .Phy- Anytime
sical Education in Archery. Some uf
our most accomplished co-eds have
EDDIE'S
already reached a degree of expertness such that it is dangerous for
the men to pass by during the prac- Phone g.u
WILLIKAN_TIC
tice.

TAXI

THE LOVE NEST
(C. A. C. Library)

FOR A GOOD MEAL

Within these ancient walls of classic lore,
Guarded by buttresses of modern art,
The flaming youth of a.ur old Commonwealth,
M eets to di scuss the problems of the heart.

GOTO

JIMMIE'S

There next to honest odors of the barn
The su btler Fleurs d' Amour s hows all her
powers,
While everywhere our Lady Nicotine
Hovers throughout the careless .fleeting
hours.

St.U., Cl.ope, Saa.wlcl.ea, Ete.

There future homes are planned-though
not from books,
There furtive hand meets hand beneath the
board,
.
There eyes look deep into hi s eyes--or h ers,
Impressions rather t h an high marks are scored.

THE PATRIOT PRESS, INC.

0 lovely spot I 0 meeting place divine I
How oft in future years our hearts shall
swell,
And turn in rapture to thy spaciou s times,
When youthful ardor taught her lesson well.
And when with hoary head s we m editate,
Who once were students 'neath the me.ples
gay,
The same old library in the same old place,
Will do h er devoir in the same old way.

OPEN DAY AND MIGHT

J;>ublishers of the

PUTNAM

PATRIO~

and

CONNECTICUT CAMPUS
..Commercial Job Printing
of All Descriptions.

EDWINA WHITNEY.

DROP IN AND SEE

The Hurley-Grant Company

FRANK & RAY
AT THE

&Jterwin-Williams Paints ·

WOOD CAFETERIA
Phone 942

Here's a Chance to win a fortune.

UNION ST.

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

Simply fill out this puzzle correctly and then try to collect your $50,000!

,

It is really quite simple--all but the collection.
1.
4.
7.
9.
12.
13.
16.
18.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
26.
27.

80.
84.
85.
89.
40.
41.
42.
47 .

•

48.
49.
50.
61.
62.

ACROSS
'Most any h ea lthy baby.
Our local m tropo lis.
Wh ere the coal and nuts come from.
Adv e rti sements.
What your girl's old man gives you
wh en he kick s you out.
The lowes t form of wit,
We hav non e of these.
N. S.
A co-ed's knees.
What m s t of u s buy stuff on.
D pRI'tment (abbr.).
The best part of n fish.
A crack on the h ad.
Yiddish exclamation.
The action you take with r egard to
your stuff.
This makes your old man popular with
you.
The most important letter in the world
to mos t of us.
The ~reen st thin~ t h ere is.
Our rul e of conduct, moral or otherwi,e.
'l'he ma tler with your bead the morning after.
A poor fi s h .
This, with 49 ncro ss,-the bunk.
What you promise to love your ~irl for
(contraction).
Th kind of look your girl a-ives you
wh n s he find s you have asked so mebody Is to the prom.
This, with 42 across-th bunk.
What a co-ed takes whe n s he practic s arch ry.
Hot stuff to hold I o n~ (abbr.).
A scholas tic trail dy.

1.
2.
8.
4.
5.
6.
8.
9.
10.
11.
18.
14.
15.
17.
19.

2o.

26.
28 .
29 .
31.
82.
33.
34.
36.
37.
3 .
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

VERTICAL
This, plus 6 vertical,-so mething you
like to walk home with after the movies.
Two thirds of what a cow chews.
Our local D e lmonico 's.
A wopl product for sale by the Animal
Hu s bandry department.
Whnt you think you are.
The las t half of 1 vertical.
A jazz box.
A goo d place to stay on a cold mornin g .
Popular poultryman.
What the scissors say when they cut
off t he co-ed' s tres ses .
Almo st any obli~ing co-ed does this.
A clam.
To embrace, caress, fondle, nestle, nuzzle, clasv, hu g ( see dictionary for further s ynonyms).
Since Chri s t.
A popular baby food.
1301.
All ri g ht.
Belonging to.
A popular pomologist.
BootleK' booze.
Several kinds of cheese.
Popular Sunday evenina- svort.
Still the most important letter.
A college yell .
Ab ut the wettest thin~ there is.

~

Capitol Theatre

~

WILLIMANTIC
A LOCAL ENTERPRISE

THURS., FRI. AND SAT.
B. F. KEITH VAUDEVILLE-S ACTS

4 DAYS STARTING MAY 9th
HAROLD LLOYD IN "FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE ! "

Makof ~k i.

A u seless part of a cigarette.
A buddy.
Princeton.
El s ie F.
Pre tty s mooth.

ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW AT THE CAPITOL

be n placed on the problems of the
ART OF ROBIN HOOD
men students, and not enough on • • • • • • • • •• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
of our fair co-eds. I have been
working on a plan to incorporate
TAUGHT TO CO-EDS those
COMING!!!
physical exercise, interesting pastime,
and worthwhile results into one class
Archery Latest Fad of Guyer's Pro- for the girls. It has been a serious
tegea.- No Casualties Yet
problem. However, I early decided

ON FRIDAY, MAY 15th

The revue of the century,
that the most important problem facing our co-ed students is that of SltcurMr. G~yer, Ph~sical Director,. has I ing a living, and the easiest way for
taken an mt 't st .m the ~ove affairs of I most of them to do this is to capturP.
the co-eds. He IS eekmg a met~od 1 a man~ to earn it for them. My obwhereby the Departme nt of Physical s rvat10ns of co-ed life have conEducation may coop rate with the fe- 1vinced me that this is the primary
Lyrics and Music by Sidney Fine.
male members of th student body to purpose of most of our female stuhelp them in the winning of a hus- 1' dents in choosing a co-educational
Book by Leroy Begley, Joseph Rabinowitz and Winthrop Tilley
band. Mr. Guyer explained his plan college.
to a representative of The Scampus i "As a result I decided that any new
yesterday as follows:
1 sport which was to combine the necesSPACE DONATED BY THE
"1 have always felt that the Depart- sary features must also contribute
ment of Physical Education should toward the procuring of a husband.
seek to make its~lf useful to e-very
"It has been a difficult task, but
student who matnculates at C. A. C. at last I belive I have solved it. I
regardless of color, sex, or previous have now started to instruct the co-eds
condition of servitude. It has seem- , in . the arts of Dan Cupid, and we are
ed to me that too much emphasis has running regular -classes under the • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • •

"Hayfield Follies"

I

COLLEGE BQOK STORE

,

.....1

'• /"

. :P~ie ·*~e

::SIXTY SHEEPSKiNS · ~
. . ~OR SENIOR SAGES

When in need·· ~f sportin~ gooda

CQMPLiMENTS OF
Wholesale

Fruit and Produce Dealer
Unless British Strike Intervenes, Commencement at Storrs Will Be Held
On June 12.

er,

WILLARD H • . SMITH, INC.• The Jordan 'Hardware Company
They Carry a Complete Line
644 Main Street
WILLIMANTIC,

Willimantic, CollD.

CONN.

J. C. LINCOLN COMPANY

.Commencement plans are rapidly When your ahoea need repairina eeud
maturing.
Confidential information
them via the Bua to
from the Secretary's office indicates
that the Faculty intends to graduate
as many as possible of this year's
Senior class so as not to be bothered
Electrical Shoe Repairina
with them next year.
Among the sixty, more or less, who
DONE
BY MODERN METHODS
will receive · diplom~s on June 12
The Isaac Waltons· of Storrs have are a goodly share of what is popularly
taken a .aew interest in life since sev- known as "the sweet girl graduate."
eral thousand tame trout were planted It is rumored that some of them will 43 Church St.
Willi~-nt~c
in the Fenton this spring. Now comes also qualify as "11lushing brides/'
the cheering news that the Fish and June is the month when green things
Game Commission is to stock Mirror are at their best, and is very appropriLake with aU-day suckers.
ately chosen for commencements and
When In Willimantic
weddings.
The Commencement Address is to
Stop at.the
Inspectors prowling through the be delivered Saturday morning, June
ruins of the Library following the re- 12, by Dr. James Gordon Gilkey of
cent earthquake damage to the Main Springfield, Mass. There will be a
Building came across a peculiar in- ball game in the afternoon between
STEAKS AND CHOPS
scription, "E. J. Lake," carved in the the well known Aggies and the SubAll Kinds of Sandwiches
dust of the bookshelves, evidently with marine Base at New London and the
a forefinger. Archeologists on the day will close with the annual Alumni
College staff are at a loss to explain Dance.
the inscription but are searching
Commencement Week begins Sun7 4 Union St.
through ancient newspaper files in day, June 6, with the Baccalaureate A. KRUG, Prop.
hope of finding a clue.
Sermon. No announcement has been
made of the speaker for this occa~
Again we have the confident an- sion but it is known that the managnouncement that The Nutmeg will be ing editor of The Scampus has offer.
h
f
ed his services. The Community
out on time. Ed1tors are ope ul cuss. House will be dedicated Sunday afteres.
noon. The President's Reception to
Seniors will be held Thursday, June
So far as we can see, Steve Daley 10. Friday; June 11, is Class Day.
RAILROAD STREET
is the only one who stands to profit by The new dormitory for men will be
the retirement of the Main Building dedicated on that· day and the baseclassrooms. That grind up Poultry ball team from Massachusetts AgriSTEAKS AND CHOPS
Hill ought to put the wind into 'em cultural College will be offered for
Steve.
sacrifice on the altar of Class Day.
SANDWICHES
It is understood that the annual
custom of decorating members of the
If the State College Players succeed graduating class with sheepskins will
in getting the old meeting house for a be observed this year. Some persons
Telephone 944
practice theatre it will introduce some profess to . see an ironical touch in
WILLIPdANTIC,
CONN.
of the actors and actorines to the in- this custom and point out that in the
side of a church.
rarified college atmosphere where the
pigskin and the horsehide represent
The Animal Husbandry students the acme of achievement, the lowly
WORDEN'S
were interested while in Boston in see- sheepskin is only a symbol of what a
ing 7,000 hogs dressed in one day. All cold, hard world holds in store for
TEA
AND
SODA SHOP
right, boys, but that isn't what made the sweet girl and sweet boy graduBroadway what it is I
ates. However, we haven't heard of
ICE CREAM
CANDY
any sheepskins being refused.
LUNCH
From the interest which the Co-eds
are taking in archery, it would appear
769 Main Street
·Willimantic
that they are not satisfied to leave it
11
all to Cupid.

B. J. GINGRAS

PALACE DINER

NEW YORK

LUNCH

Willimantic, Conn.
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves
Crockery, Wall Paper,
Curtains, Bedding, Etc.
Furniture 705-3
Undertaking 706nl

BRICK & SULLIVAN
The place you are aure to ftnd what
you are looking for in

FOOTWEAR

HEYWOOD SHOES AND OXFORDS FOR KEN
All the snappy up-to-the-minute
styles for ~omen.

PRICES RIGHT-FITTED RIGBf'

BRICK & SULLIVAN
Phone 591

738 MAIN ST.
Drop In and See

JACK & JERRY
at the

WOOD CAFETERIA
Phone 942

Union St.

NELSON H. SMITH
College
Tailor
Pressing

Stores

Hall
Dry Cleaning

Dyeing

C.A.C. CLOSES MAY
For One Day

The Campus office in the Armory
tower is said to run a close second to
It is understood that at a recent
the cemetery in the necking league. Of meeting of the Faculty a general
course, that is just hearsay.
strike of professors, a~sistant professors, instructors and all mem hers of
"Wally" MorelaJld and "Slivers" the teaching staff was declared effecAllard have invested in a one-seated tive May 11.
Up to the time of going to press,
4d car. Great thing for these moonall efforts of the student body to get
light nights, girls I
the Faculty to rescind this action had
proved futile. The Student Senate in
Howard Steck ,freshman, met with an all-night session with the Faculty
a serious accident recently. While Committee on Social Activities a~
riding a bicycle to Willimantic one tempted to work out a plan of arbinight he had the misfortune to run tration but their efforts were scornover black and white kitty. Next day ed.
his best suit of clothes was hanging
Barred from the classrooms, the
on a line back of Koons Hall.
students expect to turn their attention to the athletic field. The work
The Saturday night picture at the of gra~ing the new field started l~.:~t
r mory is "Irish Luck." The advance yea~ w1ll be comp~eted. The. commitadvertising indicates that it is a story tee m charge c.ons1sts of Lewis, Moreof the adventures in Ireland of a land, Makofsk1, and Moore.
N w York traffic cop. We don't see
why any New York cop should go to
Ireland when Boston is so much nearThe Connecticut Sheep Breeders'
er.
Association is' to hold a shearing contest at Spring Hill on Saturday. Here's
'rh T · d
a chance to get a sheepskin, Aggies.
e rtpo , student newspaper at
T-rinity College, complains that Trin--lty gets the "ham" athletes that the
Doc. Newton to Schwenk: Would
oth~r colleges have picked over and you mind taking my afternoon class;
s :r~ously recommends that intercol- I have important business to attend to.
~eg1ate athletics be abolished at that
Later: Voice on the phone: You
m~titution. ' Cheer up, Trinity! You say Doc isn't there now? Well if he
1n1ght try Harvard.
comes back tell him I got the worms.

Compliments of

A. N. JOHNSON CO.
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By RADIO DAN

It was rapidly growing dark and all
the little chicks were gathered about
Mama and Papa Renny. "Tell us a
bedtime story, Papa Renny," said one
Entered as aecond clau mail matte.Renaissance of Flying Buttress Ia Interesting Development of Moder11 little chick. "Yes, yes," cried the oth1 p
Offi
E 1 ·n c
A h'
N
C
•
•
•
ers, "tell us about the wiffinpoofs the
at t 1e os.t . ce,
ag eva e,
onn.
rc atecture.- ew1y
omp1eted Embellashment Whtch Converts Anbquat- rettersnitches and the hicklesnift~rs."
Note: Thll !laue has been· refused ed Main Building Into a Thing of Beauty Makes Storrs College· Pioneer in Papa Renny looked at Mama Renny:
entry as Firat Class Matter
'
M3;ma Henny smiled her indulgent
New Field of American Art.
smile and nodded assent. "All right
little chicks," said Papa Renny, "gath~
er up close to me and listen." So all
the little chicks clapped their hands
in glee, and moved as near as they
!.....----- - - - - - - - - - - - . !
~
could to Papa Renny, because you
.....
• • • '-"'
know, boys and girls, they did not wish
By Arthur Disdain
to lose one word of the story. Then
COPERNICUS never wore .a cap
Papa Renny began:
and gown. He never marched in an
SHIRT SLEEVES
"Once upon a time (course you kiddies know these things always happen
academic procession.
once upon a time). Well, once upon
And yet, Copernicus taught us much
By H. K. D.
a time there lived in the land of Los
of what we now know about the
(Apologies to Dr. Frank Crane)
Storrhus a great hunter called Long
S
Lee. Every year this great hunter
tars.
.
The other day I visited Con- ~ fell dead. All such accidents traveled afar in strange lands to kill
Some. persons profess to thmk the necticut Agricultural College. are avoided here.
ferocious beasts.
stars will fall unl ss the Faculty at
They have a Forestry De- "One day when Long Lee was trailC A C dons cap and gown and I was pleased to find Faculty
- an d I't IS
· won- ing a hicklesnifter he became lost in
. h'
• • ••
•
• I
partment h ere
marches m the academic processiOn. and students al 1 m s Irt sleeves. derful to hear the class recite in a vast desert. Tired and worn, he was
1
·
Th' ·
•t h ld b
H
·
struggling around the edge of a masf
W e ail to s e It. A mortarboard cap 1
IS IS as I s ou
e.
ere IS unison, "Woodsman, spare that sive iceberg; he stepped around a pro.
too often cone als a concrete super- the Hope of America. Here are tree."
These voices, I said, jecti~g wall, and suddenly a huge retstrLucttmh·e. F
lt
1
lf I
', no frills. The secret of success would be sometime· heard
in
tersmtch leaped up in front of him,
· the
th e and
let out such a terrific roar that the
e t e ~ acu y go p ay go .
.IS wor k . Th e b a d ge of wor k IS
. sen a. t e h a II s · H.ere ' t oo ' IS
tremendous vibration cracked the top--h'
d
ll
S d
national egg-laymg contest and most pinnacle of the iceberg, sending
COLUMBUS was not a poultryman. a. Shirt adn ovke~a hs. d tu Yth~t when I asked the age-old ques- a shower of ice cakes tumbling to the
H e never regist red in Poultry Hus- nig tan wor In t e ay- IS tion "Which comes first, the base.
bandry 1 to 7 or listened to the is why I found everyone happy chicken or the egg?" I received
:'Long Lee. saw the huge ret~er
doubtf~l J'okes 'of William F. Kirk- 1 and gay.
Girlsd' ·too
the remarkable answer-"They
1 smt~h gath~r Its muscles for a sprmg
· ' inh smocks
·
,
1 at him, but Just as the beast was about
l
patrick.
!11?- d b oomers, riVIng t ~ prim- come together, you see. (Here Ito spring a great ice cake fell between
But Columbus knew enough to Ibve oxen. I had despaired of Mr. H. K. D. has stumbled on 1 Lee and the ugly monster, saving Lee
make an· e
stand on end 1
I the Republic.
Hard streets something very profound-evi- lfor a few moments.
·
You don't hav to sle p in the a n mic toilers,
rouged flap- dently unwittingly.- Editor).
"The brief respite gave Long Lee
Hot·se Barn in order to have Horse P r , the Charleston,-I fled
Two frog~ fell into a pail of 1time hto efxamdinethhits hgunh. dTo 1hist horf
· 1
'lk Th
kl
ror, e oun
a
e a p en y 0
Sense. W e have horses in pl enty nt H.ere was a ~Iean b ~ th m c ~an mi ·
e one mee . Y surren- powder, but that his bullets were lost.
C. A. C. but Horse Sense is mor-3 dirt. The soil, that S the thing. dered; the other kicked and He looked up and saw the great jaws
rare than Dodo Birds at the Poultry Occasionally at night, a barn kicked until he found himself ;of the huge animal move. toward him
Pl nt.
dance. Hayseeds, No, No,- on the top of butter worth fifty around the. edge of the Ice cake. It
a
th e. see d of th e st reng th of th e cents a poun d . It IS
· t.h'IS perse- I1 was
a terrible moment. No bullets!
The Faculty may try to teach you
What could he do? Beads of perspirbook learning but Horse Sense comes natiOn-to-be.
verance I found at this college 1 ation gathered on his brow and as
from God. If ·God has overlooked
It interested me to learn that and which I urge on the nation. they fell toward the ground the inyou the Faculty can only make mat- at College Commencement the Let us all return to the healing 1 te?lse. cold caused them to freeze in
F acu ItY d 0 no t wear Ca:ps an d d'Irt · L e t smoc k s, an d s h"I~t in
midair and they fell upon the ground
t rs worse.
little ice p'e llets. Long Lee watched
___
Gowns. _ They attend In the sleeves, and overalls come again the approach of the wily monster, its
COD LIVER OIL prevents rickets garb of every d!ly, save, of to their own. Captains of In- great jaws . gaping and disclosing
h'
course, that the shirts and over- dustry, conquerors, strong men fangs a foot m length.
.
d
S o d oes f res h air an suns Ine.
. Simp
. 1IC. of war, CIVIlizers
. ..
·
· t"Ion L ee stop a II s are c Iean. H ere IS
by force 1 "W'th
1
su dd en mspira
N
dt
h tt t'
~ one use 0 pay ~uc a en I~n ity. Here is Cato come to judg- ploughmenofthesword avauntt ped, gathered .up t~e frozen pellets,
to nckets.
Short skirts and sllk
t A
bl R
S
t .M k
f b tt
d
· rammed them mto his gun, took carestockings changed all that. Most girls men · . no e 0 !llan ena or 1 a e way or e er an great- ' ful aim at the rettersnitch as it r earwould rather have consumption than once tripped on his gown and er men and women.
ed to stri~e, and fired. The heat of
· k t
the explosion melted the pellets, and
ric ~ s. .
.
of flowers that would match Eve's
Northcliffe wrote very little for his they poured forth from the ;muzzle .in
Girls, If you Will wear those trans- dress. He never served on any dance newspapers. He got other persons to a stream of water, but agam the In parent skirts you had better try Cod co~mittees, so was never accused of do it for him. He was a positive ~ense. co!d caused th~ ~trea~ to fr eeze
Liver Oil and stay out of the sunshine b mg a grafter.
genius at employing good editors.
m. midair and the ICicle pierced ~hl•
There is no evidence to prove that
The only respect in which he show- ammal's hea~l. The heat of the bea !'.
. ~dam was socially inclined. We be- ed less ability than Moreland was that m~lted ~he Ice and the poor .ratterADAM never wore a dress sUit heve that Adam would feel ill at ease he had to PAy men to do his work. smtch died of water on the bram.
But then, Adam never attended a ~t a formal social function but there Between the Co-eds and the Faculty,
"~nd now, little kiddies, if you will
Junior Prom.
Is no doubt. but that Eve would feel Wally gets much of this done FREE. run off to bed, I shall ask Mr. Gum
. d
t d
d . h' perfectly at home.
Bart to tell you a story about Mollv
. Ad am misse a grea .ea1, urmg IS
Cotton Tail, or the Indian with Two
li!e, bu~ at least he d1dn t have. to
LORD NORTHCIJ:IrFE was a great
OUR MOTOO-If You See It In Canoes, if you are good little kiddies
htre taxtcabs or worry about the kmd Journalist. So is Wally Moreland. The Scam pus It Isn't So.
this week."
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